
Start your day with the INVOCATION 
(Watch, Listen OR Read it to yourself) 
 

Things to Do Today

Today I invite the Divine Wisdom to fill my heart and my mind

with light energy and intuitive power. 

 I am open to miracles. I am ready to follow the Angelic

Guidance. Whatever comes my way is a blessing. 

 I am open to receive it. 

I will pay attention. I will clear my mind and my body of old

karmic energy, limiting beliefs, worries, and fears. 

I am connected to my Higher Self, Angels, and Spirit Teachers. I

am a channel of powerful psychic insights and visions. 

I am protected and energized by the Divine Grace of my Spirit.

Amen 



Today's Prosperity Wisdom
OVERCOMING FEAR 

Fear's actual job is to protect you from danger and keep you safe. 

Don't FIGHT your fear. Whatever you resist will only persist, and

become more powerful. The antidote to fear is TRUST IN THE HIGHER

POWER. Whatever Power has put on this planet is MUCH greater than

any fear, adversity, and lack.  

The creative Power is LOVE.  You know that love in your heart feels

BETTER than fear. Joy in your body feels much BETTER than

depression.  You are more likely to CREATE from a state of love. The

creative ENERGY is LOVE. The creative energy that built 100 billion

galaxies, 10 SEXTILLION stars...or every single human baby is MUCH

BIGGER than your fear. Trust more. Every time you experience fear

that blocks you from taking action, breathe through it. Say your

invocation, and TRUST THE HIGHER POWER. 



Today's Prosperity Affirmations

Every day I’m getting better and better. 
I am healing my body, I am healing my mind, I am healing my soul. 

I release all heavy emotional weight, that prevents me from feeling
abundant now. 

I am free to live life on my own terms. 
I am a loving human being. 

I am available to meet people who live in abundance. 
I am a beautiful child of the Creator. 

I attract magic and miracles everywhere I go. 
I am blessed, I am loved. 

I am abundant. 



At the end of your day  

WRITE DOWN  

Answers To THREE Questions:

1. What am I most grateful for today? 
2. What else could I do to make today a better day? 

3. What would make tomorrow a great day? 


